
Show Info:
1. Topical/Lifestyle/Show Open
These are breaks that cover a range of topics from relationships, stories from 
our life, interviews, guests, new tech, food, etc,. Sometimes they are topical 
soliciting callers for participation. Breaks are typically 5-8 minutes not longer 
than 10 min ever.
2. Daily Dirt2. Daily Dirt
Hollywood gossip. Edina leads a quick trip through the tabloids with sound 
bytes and often accompanying social media posts. Rick and Drock weigh in. 
Two stories and a late-night comedian joke to round out the break and provide 
laughter out. 2-4 minutes.
3. Hey Morton
A segment where we promise to answer any listener question. The imaging A segment where we promise to answer any listener question. The imaging 
solicits Dm or Email questions and we answer anything asked. One question per 
segment laid out in the tease and repeated in the segment thereafter and 
answered then. 2-5 minutes
4. Heads Up
Drock and Edina each have a different list of 12 words to define in :30 seconds Drock and Edina each have a different list of 12 words to define in :30 seconds 
as they pair up with a listener and go head to head to see who will win! Most 
words guessed correctly wins. Each month we tally up the losses and whoever 
has lost the most games will have to pay off a bet we have been promoting all 
month. Bet payoffs have included, Eating a stick of Butter in 60 seconds, 
playing the didgeree doo in public, drinking a whole bottle of Cholula hot 
sauce, singing the national anthem on a walmartintercom without permission. 
2-5 minutes
5. Phone Jibba
Rick makes some of the most hilarious and unique prank phone calls! The calls 
always end with the target laughing along. Always fun and family-friendly. 5-8 
minutes.
 

For more info contact: 
affiliaterelations@benztown.com  | 818.842.4600


